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SHARJAH: Trent Boult starred with the ball and
Ishan Kishan with the bat as Indian Premier
League champions Mumbai Indians inflicted their
biggest ever win over old rivals Chennai Super
Kings on Friday. Boult took four wickets as
Chennai - at one stage four wickets down with
just three runs scored - were restricted to 114 for
nine off their 20 overs.  Kishan then hit 68 and
Quinton de Kock 46 as Mumbai sped to 116 in 12.2
overs without losing a wicket. It was Mumbai’s
first 10-wicket victory over Chennai and the first
time MS Dhoni’s Chennai have lost by such a mar-
gin. Dhoni admitted the rout “hurt”.

Mumbai went to the top of the IPL standings
while three-time champions Chennai went to the

bottom of the eight-team race amid growing
questions about the future of Dhoni and other
veterans in the team. New Zealander Boult
removed Chennai opener Ruturaj Gaikwad, who
took Shane Watson’s place for the day, just five
balls into the game. Jasprit Bumrah claimed
Ambati Rayudu and Narayan Jagadeesan with
straight balls in the second over before Boult took
the wicket of Faf du Plessis in the third.

Dhoni made 16, hitting a six before being
caught next ball off Rahul Chahar. While more
wickets fell, Sam Curran saved Chennai from com-
plete disaster with a defiant 52 that guided his
side away from their historic low score of 79.
Boult who took four for 18 off his four overs, said

he kept to his “natural” swing bowling style. “I’ve
been lucky to get the first over, if it’s going to
swing here it’s going to be up front.” Chennai beat
Mumbai in the opening game of the season,
moved to empty stadiums in the United Arab
Emirates because of the coronavirus pandemic in
India, but Dhoni admitted that nothing has gone
right since. 

They have now lost eight of their 11 games.
“What you need to see is what are the things that
are going wrong, especially this year. It hasn’t
been our year, whether you lose by eight or 10
wickets, it hardly matters, but where we are at this
stage of the tournament, it does hurt,” he said.
“Whenever you’re not doing well, there can be a

100 reasons, but one of the main things you ask
yourself is whether you’ve played to the potential
you’ve got no matter the conditions,” added Dhoni.

“And this year we haven’t. Cumulatively there
have been batting failures.” Dhoni said that
Chennai now need a “clear picture” for the 2021
season for which many questions remain because
of the pandemic fal lout. “The coming three
games will be an ideal opportunity to give plat-
forms. See some of the youngsters in preparation
for the next year, see who will bat and who bowls
at the death and soaks the pressure,” added the
captain, who retired a few weeks ago from inter-
national cricket and who also faces new doubts
about his future. —AFP

Clouds darken for Dhoni

Mumbai score biggest win over 
old rivals Chennai Super Kings

Cerny storms to Giro 
win; rain, protest see 
130km cut from race
ASTI: Czech cyclist Josef Cerny made a solo
break at the end of Friday’s 19th stage of the Giro
d’Italia which was radically shortened after a rid-
er protest in lashing rain forced organizers to
slash more than half its distance to 124km. The
27-year-old Cerny covered the curtailed course
like a time trial at a remarkable average speed of
more than 49km an hour.  He powered through
the final 23km alone to win a farewell victory for
the CCC team sponsor which leaves the sport
after this season.

Wilco Kelderman retained the overall lead by a
handful of seconds and should be better prepared
for the crucial stage 20 after a relatively easy day
in the saddle as the rider protest forced organiz-
ers to cut 134km off the original route. Eight kilo-
meters into the event’s longest stage, the organiz-
ers neutralized the race and the riders got back
on their team buses. Australia’s Adam Hansen told
reporters the riders were refusing to race and
wanted to find a solution. “We weren’t ready to
race in those conditions, so we negotiated with
the organizer to shorten the stage so that it could
actually happen,” said Hansen, who is about to
switch from cycling to Ironman triathlons.

Race organizer Mauro Vegni saw it differently.
“I’m sorry but I did not receive a single proposi-
tion either last night or this morning,” said a furi-
ous Vegni as the buses made their chaotic depar-
ture for the hastily conceived new route. A 124km
run to Morbegno embarked from Abbiategrasso
with an escape group quickly forming and pulling
ten minutes ahead with the peloton, which was
enjoying a day of relative rest. Team director
Marc Madiot of the FDJ team was also upset by

the protest. “When you sign up for a three weeks
tour you know it’s going to be very tiring, if you
can’t accept that then change jobs,” said Madiot.

Race leader Kelderman sounded happier. “The
weather was poor this morning and it was cold, it
had been a hard week for our immune systems.
I’m thankful the organiser shortened the stage.”
Yesterday’s mountain stage, and an individual
time-trial in Milan today, offer a testing finish to a
t ight batt le for the overal l  t i t le  between
Kelderman, in the pink jersey, his Australian

team-mate Jai Hindley, who is 12sec behind, and
Ineos breakout man Tao Geoghegan Hart in third,
just 15sec off the lead. 

The British rider made a bid to reduce the gap
late Friday with a last gasp push for the line but
failed to drop his watchful rivals. Cerny’s power-
ful break from 23km out proved too much for the
other escapees, including time-trial specialist
Victor Campenaerts, who made a late, doomed,
bid to catch up. The much-awaited run included
three ascents of the Sestrieres mountain. —AFP

MORBEGNO: Team CCC rider Czech Republic’s Josef Cerny celebrates after crossing the finish line during
the 19th stage of the Giro d’Italia 2020 cycling race, a 258-kilometer route between Morbegno and Asti on
October 23, 2020. —AFP

Iman Al-Shamma Sarah Al-Hawal

Nakagami tops 
times in Teruel 
MotoGP practice

ALCANIZ: Takaaki Nakagami celebrated sign-
ing a new contract with Honda-LCR by riding
the fastest lap in Friday’s practice for the Teruel
MotoGP, pipping championship contender
Maverick Vinales to top spot in Alcaniz.
Nakagami, who was second to Alex Marquez
after the first session earlier on Friday, posted a
best time of one minute, 47.782sec in his penul-
timate lap, which left him 0.175sec ahead of
Yamaha’s Spanish rider Vinales. The result
comes a day after the Japanese rider agreed a
contract extension with Honda-LCR “for 2021
and beyond”, where he will be joined by Alex
Marquez - the younger brother of six-time
MotoGP champion Marc Marquez.

Vinales, the sole Yamaha factory rider in
action this weekend following the coronavirus-
enforced absence of Valentino Rossi, was the
only other rider to dip below 1min 48sec. “I think
today was quite good, because I noticed an
improvement,” said Vinales. “Actually, the track
seemed to have less grip today compared to last
week (when the Aragon GP was staged at the
same circuit). That makes setting good lap times
more difficult, but we did a good job anyway.”

Championship leader Joan Mir was fifth
fastest, 0.400sec back as the Suzuki rider pre-
pares to defend his wafer-thin lead at the top of
the standings in today’s race. In the absence of
injured Marc Marquez the title is being hotly
contested, with eight different winners in 10
races. Mir is six points ahead of Frenchman
Fabio Quartararo, with Vinales and Andrea
Dovizioso both within 15 points of the Spaniard.
Nakagami is 29 points back in fifth with four
races left in the 2020 season and is still in with a
chance of  the title. Quartararo, 21, improved on
his dismal 18th in the first practice session to
jump up to fourth, ahead of Mir and 0.382sec
behind Nakagami.—AFP

By Abdellatif Sharaa

KUWAIT: The Kazakhstan Shooting Federation
organized the 19th International Championship to
commemorate Chairman of the Soviet Republic
Sports Federations Vladimir Bushivalov. The event
was organized under the patronage of Asian
Shooting Confederation online from October 20-
October 30th in observance of health protocols.
The tournament featured Olympic skeet, trap, pistol
and rifle events.

This tournament was the first of its kind and
was welcomed by many federations and nearly 250
shooters from 20 countries participated. Kuwait
shooter Mansour Al-Rashidi secured the second
place in the Skeet event by scoring 145 out of 150
targets, while Nasser Al-Miqlid  ended in second
in the Trap event - scoring 144 out of 150.
Meanwhile Kuwait women shooters Sarah Al-
Hawal took gold in the Trap and Iman Al-Shamma
took the Skeet gold.

President of Kuwait and Arab Shooting

Federations and Secretary General of ASC Eng
Duaij Khalaf Al-Otaibi said the Asian confederation,
chaired by Sheikh Salman Sabah Al-Salem Al-
Humoud Al-Sabah welcomed the idea of the Kazakh
federation to hold this first of its type formula. He
said the scores were under constant supervision by
the organizing committee and Kazakh federations
to prevent manipulation of results and that the elec-
tronic coordination proved effective. 

The system allowed shooters to shoot in their
countries then send results to the organizers com-
mittee after completing each round and the com-
mittee listed the results at the end of the tourna-
ment. Al-Otaibi lauded the performances of
Kuwait shooters especially after resuming sports
activities and training following four months of no
activity as stipulated by health authorities due to
the coronavirus.

Eng Duaij Al-Otaibi said such achievement does
not come without hard work and efforts of shooters,
technical and administrative officials. He dedicated
this latest achievement to HH the Amir Sheikh

Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, HH the Crown
Prince Sheikh Mishal Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber  Al-Sabah
and HH the Prime Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled
Al-Hamad Al-Sabah and the Kuwait people.

Kuwaiti shooters shine at 19th International Championship

Mansour Al-Rashidi with Engineer Duaij Al-Otaibi

ALCANIZ: LCR Honda IDEMITSU’s Japanese rider
Takaaki Nakagami takes part in the fourth free prac-
tice session ahead of the MotoGP Grand Prix of Teruel
at the Motorland circuit in Alcaniz yesterday.  —AFP

African ‘Man City’ 
aim to put squeeze 
on Orange Boys
JOHANNESBURG: Pyramids FC of Egypt are called the
‘Manchester City’ of Africa because they share with the
English Premier League club the benefits of huge investment
from the Middle East.   Formed in 2008 as Al Assiouty Sport,
the club made no impact until Saudi Turki al Sheikh took
over, changed the name to Pyramids and splashed millions of
dollars signing stars and coaches.

When Emirati Salim al Shamsi succeeded Al Sheikh he
followed a similar pattern with the goal of challenging
domestic giants Al Ahly and Zamalek and becoming a force in
Africa. They entered the CAF Confederation Cup for the first
time this season and will complete a fairytale Sunday if they
defeat Moroccan outfit Renaissance Berkane, known as the
Orange Boys, in the final in Rabat. Here, AFP Sport spotlights
five things to know ahead of the title decider in the African
equivalent of the UEFA Europa League. This advantage to
Berkane will be considerably diluted because the title decider
takes place behind closed doors due to the coronavirus pan-
demic. It is a big blow as ordinarily Renaissance would have
been backed by a predominantly Moroccan crowd in the
50,000-capacity Prince Moulay Abdellah Stadium in the
capital of the kingdom. Berkane qualified for the final by
overcoming fellow Moroccans Hassania Agadir at the final
venue while Pyramids beat Horoya of Guinea 92 kilometres
(57 miles) down the Atlantic coast in Casablanca. —AFP


